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Worksheet Week 3: Dartmoor Prison A) Who is who? Shaun Ann Owers Peter Ivan Judd Jane Liversidge Serena Watts Dave Crawford



Senior Care Assistant Thoughtful Inmate Prison Officer Governor, Head of Performance Dartmoor Prison Governor Apologising Inmate Chief Inspector of Prisons



B) Comprehension: a. The report stated that there were problems With the use of force: 1. __________________________________ 2. __________________________________ 3. __________________________________ With resettlement work: 1. __________________________________ 2. __________________________________ With training and other activities: 1. __________________________________ With the staff:



1. __________________________________ b. The prison officers association added that there was a problem with the origin of inmates: 1. __________________________________ c. This may explain the inmates’ reaction which was: 1. __________________________________ d. However, there are some positive points to be noted: 1. __________________________________ 2. __________________________________



C) Circle the right answer The second part of the report highlights one of the problems mentioned in the Prison Inspectorate Report. It concerns the prisoners’: a) Violence b) Work c) Relationship with staff



30000 people were allowed to leave the prison for short periods and: a) never returned b) all returned c) all returned except one



On the big blue sign, HMP stands for a) High maintenance penitentiary b) Heavily monitored prison c) Her Majesty's Prison



They learned to grow: a) vegetables and marijuana b) vegetables only c) vegetables, thyme, laurel and parsley.



Dave Crawford says the inspectorate report on Dartmoor Prison was a) quite complete b) incomplete d) the last of a series of reports



The inhabitants of Princetown enjoy those vegetables because: a) They are not industrially produced b) They are products specific to the area c) Anybody can get them



D) Watch the report from the BBC and fill in the blanks: Reporter: One of the projects here is the transformation of an old exercise y__________. With help from the s______________ at the Eden project the i___________ have learned how to g______________ herbs and vegetables throughout the year. Shaun: Well it's calm, I mean it's quite p______________. We really can come out here, you know, and r______________, you know, it's somewhere you can r______________ on things, like, you know, just sit down in the quiet, r______________ on your situation really.



Ivan Judd: You give them something p______________ to do, something that they can see an end product, something where they can get some s______________, learn new s______________, you can see them grow. Peter: We hope that people will see we’re trying in some small w______________, you know, to say sorry for the t______________ we have done. Reporter: The produce is regularly p______________ up and d______________ to people in Princetown. Lady: I think it’s nice to be able to have f______________, home grown vegetables, ‘cause it is home grown and to distribute it to the e______________ in the village it’s brilliant: they don’t have to go out to the s______________ to buy them. Reporter: S______________ hope more projects like this will show the j______________ has grown itself when the prison i______________ next comes k______________ at the door.



E) Pair Work 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.



Student A’s questions Did you find the first video easy to understand? Can you find explanations to the increase in the use of force against prisoners? There were also problems with staff discipline; what could it imply? Is prison officer a job you would like? Inmates came from all over the country, what are the drawbacks of this situation? The second video focuses on a garden project, what do you think of this project? Should some offenders be prevented from taking part in the project? Let’s move on to the topic of prison overcrowding, how can you account for this situation? Student B’s questions What about the second video? Were you surprised to hear that the use of force was not always investigated? The staff is also said to be committed; what could it imply? What about being a prison governor? Can you see any positive point in sending offenders far away from where they come from? Who should be allowed to take part in the project? They deliver their produce to a care home, is this an important detail? Can you think of ways to improve the situation?



□ Burglar □ electronic tagging □ Break the law □ fit the crime □ community service □ guilty □ convict □ inmate □ convicted □ investigate □ deportation □ lack of □ early release □ low-risk



□ manslaughter □ mentally ill □ offence □ offender □ on parole □ overcrowded □ overhaul □ rapist



□ re-offend □ robbery □ sentence □ sentence inflation □ shoplifter □ skills □ stringent punishment



□ suitable □ thief □ tocrime commit a □ to face up to □ tough rhetoric □ training □ unskilled
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Who is the customer? 

observation). â€“ Affects in the organizations future decisions. â€¢ Empowerment ... Solution related: technologiesâ€¦ â€¢ Industry related: companies' characteristics, ...
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Who is KissamilÃ©? 

... Le RÃ©publicain Lorrain/ Les DerniÃ¨res Nouvelles d'Alsace/ L'Alsace/Le quotidien/ Le Journal de L'Ã®le de la RÃ©union/ Pils/ Chronicle.lu/ Wort.lu/ Le Pays. Critic.
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Worksheet Week 1: PlayStations in Prison 

A) Brainstorming: What words do you associate with prison? B) Prison opinions: Do you agree with these opinions? â€¢. Prisoners should never be allowed to have ...
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WHO 

des pratiques, des méthodes et des stratégies de la PS. ... méthode axée sur la promotion de la santé ...... En Guyane, l'absence d'une entente formelle entre les ...
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Who is Stefan Janssens? - Cegedim 

14 dÃ©c. 2016 - Innovation. â€¢ Transformation well under way. â€¢ SaaS offering. â€¢ BPO. â€¢ Digital. â€¢ Clients are ready. â€¢ Cegedim is ready. â€¢ Revenue up by 4.0% on L-f-L over the first. 9 months of 2016. â€¢ Significant market opportunitie
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WHO 

changement comportemental individuel, au dÃ©triment des fondements liÃ©s au ...... a Ã©tÃ© financÃ© par le Conseil national des sciences et de la technologie.
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Who Becomes a Surrogate? 

Nov 25, 2013 - The surrogates already have the ability to create babies; the intended parents ... Sherrie is always too busy to see much of the historic scenery ...
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A God Who Hates 

He was a grain merchant who sold the product of crops grown in eastern Syria to ...... Here, once again, we see the survival instinct playing a decisive role in the.
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A God Who Hates 

right to hear these words; he had also succeeded in convincing me that I was not ...... â€œListen, this is a debt that will have to be repaid when you graduate,â€� but ...
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Worksheet Week 3: Airport Security 

Are you ______ with someone seeing what is effectively a naked image of you ? .... ineffective waste of law enforcement resources," said Laura W. Murphy, Director of the American Civil Liberties. Union Washington Legislative Office."Using ...
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Who Becomes a Surrogate? 

Nov 25, 2013 - the thirteen American colonies to assemble for the Constitutional ... She works only a few blocks from the Annapolis wharf, with its ... her email queue, conducting interviews via Skype and answering the phone. ... challenges wrought b
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who is doing what where - ReliefWeb 

Mar 20, 2006 - Secondary Road. Line of Control. Province. District. Tehsil. AFFECTED. No. Yes. The boundaries and names and the designations used on this ...
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Who is afraid of crazy rules? 

Dec 5, 2009 - Example (suggested by Ricardo BermÃºdez-Otero): the ruki rule (in IE diachrony, Indian and (Balto-)Slavic develop Êƒ from s when followed by ...
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Who likes 

J'aime… .......................................................................................................... I like… Je n'aime pas… .................................................................................... I do not like…
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A God Who Hates - lelibertaire.xyz 

He who fears water sees me as a torrent, he who fears war perceives in me an army ... Many Arab history books tell us stories of the terror and desolation people suffered ..... The driver would help us carry in the bags full of sweets, fruit, and ...
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Worksheet Week 3: Being a juror (England and Wales) 

If at any point in the trial you recognise the defendant, a witness, the judge, .... Role. Number on jury. Crown Court. Serious criminal cases: e.g. murder ...
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Worksheet Week 3: Being a juror (England and Wales) 

Role. Number on jury. Crown Court. Serious criminal cases: e.g. murder, ... Function. Decide verdict â€“ Guilty or not Guilty. Sole arbiters of fact but judge directs ...
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Answers Worksheet Week 6 

CCTV. DF : Loudspeakers have been fitted to seven CCTV cameras. The effect? ... Donna Friesen: Security technology is becoming more intrusive, it's in your.
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Who Is Truly Wise? He Who Foresees Events to Come - TorahDoc 

alludes to this snatching of the "yud" from the heel of Eisav. The final result: "בקעי ומש ... as "wise," because he intelligently guides man to do good. The king is the ...
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Worksheet Week 2 

When you telephone a company the person answering the phone may ask you a question. ... I'm sorry, you've ______ the wrong number. ... Caller: 'Could you tell him that I called and that I'm in the office all day if he could call me back?' 1.
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Worksheet Week 4 

To base evidence. To make. 4) RECORD your answers to the following questions: You will hear the case of an offender: What has he been charged with?
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Who was Nelson Mandela ? 

His full name was Rolihlahla. Dalibhunga Mandela but he was nicknamed Nelson by his first teacher. His official nickname was. Madiba. He was born July 18th.
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WHO AM I 

the thirteenth century we can only realize but not systematize this reality. ... nineteenth century, Nguyá»…n-CÃ´ng-Trá»©. The later was a man of action but.
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knowing who librarydoc29 pdf 

Reviewed by Chen Chiang For your safety and comfort, read carefully.. KNOWING WHO. LIBRARYDOC29 PDF - If you serious looking for Ebook knowing who ...
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